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Grow Your AWS Consulting Business and Increase Margins with 
Consolidated Billing, RI Purchases and volume discounts, and List Price 

Invoicing 
 

Introduction 

 

Channel sellers represent the fastest growing segment of the APN program. However, AWS 

margins are thin. Amazon is always announcing another price cut – and, unsurprisingly, this leaves 

channel margins thin as well.  

This leads to an inevitable question: how to best capitalize on channel business?  

Here are 5 key ideas: 

• Use Consolidated Billing 

• Analyze utilization within and across linked accounts to purchase RI 

• Properly organize your AWS account structure 

• Capture earned volume discounts and RI benefits by invoicing customers at List Price  

• Establish Cross account security and compliance visibility  

 

Use Consolidated Billing 

 

Consolidated billing is the critical feature for AWS channel 

sellers. It enables them to house multiple internal and customer 

accounts within a single paying account. This ‘Paying’ account is 

able to qualify for discounts based on the combined billing of the 

‘Family’ accounts. As channel business grows, these discounts and 

volume credits are likely to become a significant source of 

profitability.  

Importantly, Amazon applies RI both within and across 

the linked accounts. This means that any RI residing within a linked 

account will, if it is unused by its ‘home’ account, be applied to 

matching EC2 instance in another linked account. This ensures the 

maximum application of purchased RI for all linked accounts. It also 

presents a second potential profit stream for channel sellers.  

RI hourly rates are dramatically discounted from On-

Demand rates. For an upfront fee, savings of 60-70% is possible. 

“Today we standardize and 

implement CloudCheckr on day 

one of customer onboarding. 

We're not just managing, but 

building, expanding, migrating 

projects to AWS. Being able to 

identify issues, and discuss 

upfront avoids headaches and 

saves costs.” (Brian Puglisi, Dir. 

Of Cloud Services, Connectria)  
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Channel sellers can purchase RI and resell the capacity to their customers who choose not to purchase 

their own RI (reasons often cited include uncertainty over consistent usage, unease with the upfront 

cost, uncertainty over restrictions like platform or region). This is an opportunity for channel sellers with 

linked accounts to step-in, assume the costs and risks of purchasing RI, and profit by reselling the 

capacity. 

 

Analyze utilization within and across linked accounts 

Purchasing RI with the hope of reselling capacity is not risk-free. The channel  partner is 

assuming the risk that the RI sits idle – paid for by the partner, but not used (or paid for) by the 

customer. This risk, of course, is usually a large reason why the customer 

did not purchase the RI themselves. However, as noted earlier, while the 

customer only benefits from personal usage, the channel partner is able 

to resell the RI capacity to EVERY linked account. This capability – 

spreading the risk of idleness – greatly changes the balance of the 

equation.  

To capitalize upon this opportunity, users need to accurately 

track their customers’ concurrent usage across linked accounts. Keep in 

mind that if the channel partner buys too many RI, they will eat the loss. 

And, if they buy too few, they will miss out upon easy profits. So, with 

the concurrent usage information, the channel partner can perform a 

usage analysis to determine the optimal RI purchasing strategy for the 

entire Consolidated Bill. Without this, channel sellers are merely guessing 

– and hoping for –the right RI purchase.  

As an example, let’s look at Cloudar, a company that designs, builds and operates high available 

and scalable cloud environments based on Amazon Web Services. The AWS competence center of the 

Cronos Group is also responsible for the consolidated billing of all AWS accounts (20+) within the group. 

They learned from experience that cost-optimization, auditing and invoicing for all of these accounts can 

be a real struggle when handling this entire process manually. CloudCheckr provided visibility and 

reporting that enabled them both track spend and optimize their usage and purchases. 

 

Properly organize your AWS account structure 

 

Good organization makes it much easier to accurately bill customers and track RI purchases. 

Ask any channel seller and they will tell you that Amazon’s application of RI across linked accounts 

(which is fantastic from a profitability perspective) makes customer billing and ROI calculations more 

complex. AWS provides a summary blended bill, but channel customers require an unblended version, 

and must then normalize it to appropriate list prices.  

This type of information is not readily available. It can only be accessed by parsing and 

processing the S3 billing bucket first, and then comparing usage to the reported list pricing data. By 

“This is where CloudCheckr 

came in handy: it allows us 

to quantify our AWS 

footprint and helps make 

decisions regarding 

reservation purchases and 

reallocation of AWS 

resources.” (Bart Van Hecke, 

Managing Partner, Cloudar) 
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segregating that S3 bucket into a separate account (at a cost of a few dollars per month), channel sellers 

can avoid mixing their own and/or customer usage into the total bill. This is an important ‘first step’ to 

facilitate compilation and tracking. 

 

Increase margin by capturing volume discounts and presenting List Price 

invoices 

 

Channel sellers need to increase margins by properly invoicing customers. RI purchases need 

to be monitored, and AWS billing adjusted, to reflect proper cost. If channel sellers do not do this, they 

will forfeit the benefits of using reserved resources. Similarly, volume discounts need to be adjusted. 

Resellers earn volume discounts through their volume usage of AWS. They need to retain this benefit as 

it can become a significant margin source.  Do not underestimate the importance of proper invoicing. 

Channel sellers can use List Price and volume discounts to increase margins to 20% and more.  

 

Leveraging CloudCheckr Pro 

 

CloudCheckr Pro’s utilization and RI recommendations support across account analysis to 

remove the guesswork. Channel sellers can use linked accounts and receive custom purchase 

recommendations based on   their customers’ aggregated usage. Cost modeling and scenarios are 

available to ensure that profitability and ROI are maximized. CloudCheckr places all important 

information at your fingertips. Here is an example of a RI Purchase Report. 

CloudCheckr Pro automates the billing process. This enables users to accurately reflect and 

report customer billing. CloudCheckr Pro’s Consolidated Billing, Detailed Billing, and Invoicing reports 

provide all of the relevant information in both blended, unblended, and List Price formats. As noted, the 

List Price cost reports enable the channel partner to accurately bill their customers for resources at the 

proper price.  

CloudCheckr Pro goes even further by supporting sorting and filtering by account, stack, 

group, resource, tag, and more. Channel sellers can either present billing reports in a self- branded PDF 

format or, using our sophisticated account permissioning, they can safely provide their customers direct 

access to the UI. CloudCheckr ensures that the data type and content is properly controlled. This allows 

access while removing the fear of compromising proprietary cost information. 

CloudCheckr also recommends segregating RI intended for capacity resale within a single 

account. This facilitates easy inventorying and tracking of purchases and ROI. The cost of this account 

should be measured and compared to the differential between CloudCheckr Pro’s full deployment 

blended and list price adjusted, unblended cost reports. This differential reflects the total return of 

reselling capacity and allows ROI calculations based on the up-front costs of RI purchases.  

http://cloudcheckr.com/2013/12/aws-reserved-instance-report-start-saving-today-2/
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CloudCheckr also enables channel sellers to instantly assess profitability on a per account 

basis. The overall segregation of S3 detailed billing data and RI intended for capacity resale allows users 

even greater visibility into account profitability. Using our reporting, Channel sellers should contrast 

each individual account’s blended and list price adjusted, unblended costs. This provides a granular view 

of under and over performing accounts both in absolute terms and relative to overall deployment 

profitability. 

 

Additional Resources 

 

AWS Partner Webcast - Cost Management: Tracking, Allocating, Controlling Spend 

Five Key Concepts Concerning AWS Reserved Instances & Consolidated Billing 

http://aws.amazon.com/partners/channel-reseller/ 

http://aws.amazon.com/partners/consulting/#benefits 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxgmMqdTrnA
http://cloudcheckr.com/2013/12/five-key-concepts-concerning-aws-reserved-instances-consolidated-billing/
http://aws.amazon.com/partners/channel-reseller/
http://aws.amazon.com/partners/consulting/#benefits

